CrowdStrike: Falcon Complete

Why Falcon Complete?

- Offloading Falcon endpoint protection to experienced CrowdStrike staff.
- Assisting in deployment and configuration.
- Providing 24x7 alert and incident handling.
- Delivering proactive incident triage and containment.
- Effectively handling incident remediation.
- Ensuring transparent management reporting and metrics.

Product overview

CrowdStrike Falcon Complete is endpoint protection delivered as-a-service that combines next-generation antivirus (AV), endpoint detection and response (EDR), and threat intelligence automation capabilities with the skill and expertise of dedicated cybersecurity professionals designed to successfully stop breaches and protect your organization - all delivered via a single lightweight agent.

Product features

Falcon Prevent
Next-gen antivirus (AV) protects against both malware and malware-free attacks using signature-less, behavioral-based proprietary machine learning; third party tested and certified, allowing you to confidently replace your existing legacy AV.

Falcon Insight
Endpoint detection and response (EDR) solution that delivers comprehensive and continuous real-time and historical visibility across detection, response and forensics, so nothing is missed, and unauthorized users have no place to hide.

Falcon OverWatch
Layer of elite security experts staffed around the clock to help you proactively hunt, investigate, and advise on threat activity in your environment.

Falcon Device Control
Enables safe and accountable universal serial bus (USB) device usage with full visibility and granular control of USB device usage on your endpoints.
How it works

Falcon Complete is CrowdStrike’s most comprehensive endpoint protection solution. It provides unparalleled security by combining Falcon Prevent™ next-gen antivirus (NGAV), Falcon Insight™ endpoint detection and response (EDR) and Falcon OverWatch™ managed threat hunting with the expertise and 24/7 engagement of the CrowdStrike team. The team manages and actively monitors the Falcon platform for customers and remotely remediates incidents as needed. Falcon Complete combines the effectiveness of the Falcon platform with the efficiency of a dedicated team of security professionals, executing focused, incident-handling playbooks on your behalf.

Differentiators

- Comprehensive cloud-native endpoint protection platform delivered as-a-service by CrowdStrike team of security experts.
- Integrated next-generation antivirus, EDR, threat intelligence automation capabilities for expedited threat detection and response.
- Threat remediation and risk mitigation managed and operationalized by Falcon Complete team of incident responders.

Additional Resources

- [CrowdStrike Blog](#)
- [Getting Started with Falcon](#)
- [How to Quarantine an Endpoint](#)
Strengthen security and compliance with CrowdStrike and AWS

CrowdStrike and AWS help provide complete security for the cloud through a commitment to the Shared Responsibility Model.

Customers have a choice of security configurations IN the Cloud

AWS is responsible for the security OF the Cloud

Solution available in AWS Marketplace